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Office of the Provost 
Faculty Overload Teaching Guidelines 

Issued August 31, 2018 
 

Introduction 
 
Faculty members may from time to time teach courses that are in addition to the course load 
requirements specified in their effort allocation (e.g., PTEAP portfolio, employment contract).  “The 
term ‘overload teaching’ applies to faculty members teaching academic courses in addition to the 
course load requirements of their ‘usual faculty activity,’ as determined by their effort allocation, for 
which a base salary is paid.” (OM III-17.17(6)). 
 
The following sections provide guidance regarding collegiate options for compensating faculty for 
overload teaching, including: 
 
A) Course Banking, and  
B) Extra Compensation for Teaching Academic Courses (OM III-17.17(6)). 
 
Note that the Post-Tenure Effort Allocation Policy (PTEAP) (OM III-10.6) also may be used to provide 
individualized portfolios regarding teaching loads, but that policy is not addressed here. 
 
Given that the course banking guidelines are newly developed, colleges intending to implement a course 
banking program should follow their internal governance processes, with the assistance of the Office of 
the Provost, when implementing the program. 
 
A) Course Banking 
 
When it serves collegiate needs, colleges may explore implementing a course banking program to offer 
faculty the option to group their courses into a consolidated block of time in order to reduce their 
teaching load in a future term and allow for more intensive focus on research and/or professional 
productivity. Course banking is a voluntary program; it is possible that not all colleges will opt to allow 
course banking and not all faculty members will be able to participate in it. In colleges that opt to offer 
this program, faculty members in good standing may have the option to bank courses taught over and 
above their assigned allocation within the guidelines below and to negotiate a time to “redeem” those 
courses, as feasible, to fulfill their teaching load during a subsequent term.   
 
Guidelines 
 

1) Eligibility:   
a. All full-time tenure-track/tenured and clinical faculty members who have been 

employed at the University of Iowa for at least one full academic year are eligible to 
participate in course banking. Faculty in phased retirement may redeem courses banked 
prior to beginning the phased retirement period but may not bank additional courses 
during phased retirement.  

b. Only faculty members who are meeting or exceeding expectations with regard to all of 
their ordinary responsibilities (e.g., teaching, research, and service for tenure-track 

https://opsmanual.uiowa.edu/human-resources/compensation/supplemental-activities-and-extra-compensation/extra-compensation
https://opsmanual.uiowa.edu/human-resources/compensation/supplemental-activities-and-extra-compensation/extra-compensation
https://opsmanual.uiowa.edu/human-resources/faculty/post-tenure-effort-allocation
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faculty) are eligible to participate in a course banking program.  Otherwise, a PTEAP 
reallocation should be considered to reflect more accurately a faculty member’s 
portfolio performance.  

c. Even where a faculty member is eligible to participate in the course banking program, 
each request to bank or redeem an overload course must be considered on a case-by-
case basis by the faculty member’s departmental executive officer (DEO) or equivalent 
in light of departmental or collegiate constraints. 
 

2) Course banking compared with other means for addressing additional teaching activity:   
Colleges and departments differ in terms of how various teaching activities count as part of 
teaching loads (e.g., number of PhD students advised, course innovations, team teaching). 
When a faculty member teaches in excess of the usual teaching load as determined by 
departmental or collegiate standards, both monetary and non-monetary options are available to 
compensate the faculty member. For instance, the DEO or equivalent may provide overload 
teaching compensation or count the teaching as extra activity for purposes of determining a 
merit raise. Alternatively, and depending on both departmental and individual faculty needs, it 
may be appropriate to consider non-monetary options for addressing overload teaching such as 
course banking or a PTEAP portfolio.   
 
Each of these approaches is a separate and distinct option for addressing overload teaching, and 
which is most appropriate for a given situation will depend on a variety of factors. As such, 
course banking is not necessarily interchangeable with other options for addressing overload 
teaching activity. For example, no faculty member shall be compelled to participate in a course 
banking program in lieu of being paid extra compensation for teaching a course over the faculty 
member’s typical assigned load.  Likewise, faculty are not entitled to extra compensation for 
unredeemed banked courses except as provided herein, and courses taught for extra 
compensation shall not count as banked courses within this program. 
 
In addition, while course banking and a PTEAP portfolio can allow faculty to adjust their teaching 
efforts, they are different in important ways. The PTEAP applies only to tenured faculty, while 
the course banking program is potentially available to all tenured/tenure-track and clinical 
faculty. Moreover, a PTEAP portfolio involves the shifting of a faculty member’s effort from one 
area of responsibility to another (e.g., away from research to teaching). In the course banking 
program, by contrast, a faculty member must meet or exceed performance expectations in all 
areas of teaching, research, and service to be eligible to participate in the program, and the 
additional course to be banked is taught over and above the faculty member’s ordinary 
responsibilities.   
 
 

3) Course banking deficits prohibited:  When a faculty member’s class is cancelled due to low 
enrollment or other reasons, the cancelled class shall not be counted as a deficit in a course 
banking program. Rather, the DEO (or equivalent) and faculty member shall negotiate an 
alternative arrangement to satisfy the teaching load requirement. Such arrangements may 
include but are not limited to: a course-equivalent teaching assignment (e.g., new course 
creation, teaching another course on-load within the same academic year, or mentoring junior 
faculty); temporary reallocation of the faculty member’s assigned workload (e.g., an 
individualized PTEAP portfolio for tenured faculty); the faculty member’s redemption of a 
previously banked course; or additional collegiate service. 
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4) Earning and redeeming banked courses: 

a. A faculty member may bank up to one course per semester or two courses per year. The 
maximum number of redeemable banked courses a faculty may have at any given time 
shall not exceed half of the faculty member’s usual annual teaching load, or two 
courses, whichever is greater. For instance, a tenured faculty member with either a 
three- or four-course annual teaching load could have two courses banked at any given 
time. 

b. A faculty member must use banked courses within three years of banking (e.g., courses 
banked in the Fall 2018 must be used during or before Fall 2021) or risk forfeiting the 
banked courses. If the faculty member does not request to use the banked courses 
within the required three-year time period, the department (or college in non-
departmental units) may choose to allow the faculty member an extended time period 
within which to use the banked courses. Likewise, if the department (or college in non-
departmental units) is unable to allow the faculty member to use banked courses within 
the required three-year time period, the faculty member may choose to agree to an 
extended time period within which to use the banked courses. If departmental or 
collegiate constraints prevent the faculty member from using the banked courses within 
the required time period (or extended time period, if applicable), the banked courses 
shall be compensated as described below (see Course Banking subsection (A)(4)(e)). 

c. A faculty member who resigns voluntarily with unused banked courses remaining may 
redeem the banked courses for compensation only if departmental or collegiate 
constraints prevented the faculty member from using the banked courses prior to the 
end of the faculty member’s employment at the university.  

d. A faculty member may not redeem unused banked courses for compensation if the 
faculty member is terminated for cause or resigns in lieu of termination for cause. In 
other cases of termination or nonrenewal, such as where a faculty member’s position is 
not renewed due to a department or college’s changed economic circumstances, the 
faculty member may redeem unused banked courses for compensation as described 
below (see Course Banking subsection (A)(4)(e)). 

e. When compensation for banked courses is appropriate under these guidelines, it shall 
be based on the department or college’s ordinary practice regarding extra 
compensation for teaching that was in place at the time the teaching occurred. See 
Extra Compensation for Teaching Academic Courses guidelines below. 
 

5) Service and other non-teaching obligations:  A semester in which a faculty member has no 
teaching obligations is not a leave semester, and both service and regular participation in the life 
of the college are expected unless otherwise exempted. 
 

6) Collegiate implementation requirements:   
 

a. Collegiate implementation guidelines: All colleges electing to offer a course banking 
program shall adopt collegiate guidelines setting forth the terms of the program and 
must submit the collegiate guidelines to the Office of the Provost for approval. 
Collegiate guidelines shall incorporate these guidelines but may also include additional 
terms that are not inconsistent with these guidelines. Specifically, collegiate guidelines 
shall specify: faculty tracks that are eligible to participate in the course banking 
program, whether courses taught during the summer may be banked for use during the 
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academic year, timelines for requesting to redeem banked courses, course equivalency 
guidelines, processes for requesting and redeeming banked courses, and clear language 
regarding the consequences of failing to redeem courses within prescribed time periods 
or before resignation or termination, as described in these guidelines. 

b. Application form to participate in the course banking program: This document should 
inform faculty members requesting to participate in a course banking option of all 
material terms of participation as defined in these guidelines and collegiate guidelines. 
The faculty member must sign the application to indicate an understanding of the terms 
of participation. The application to participate in the course banking program should be 
approved only if all guidelines are met, and approval of a faculty member’s participation 
in the program as a whole does not constitute approval of any particular request to 
bank a course or to redeem a banked course.  

c. Form to request to redeem banked courses: This form shall include the date of the 
request, the date of requested usage, and an explanation of how the banked courses 
are equivalent to the courses for which the banked courses would substitute. 

d. Collegiate accounting system:  Colleges and/or departments will need to keep a central 
accounting system for banked courses.  

 
B) Extra Compensation for Teaching Academic Courses Guidelines 

 
Operations Manual Chapter III section 17.17(6) provides that “[a]ll teaching for extra compensation 
must be approved on a case-by-case basis by the faculty member’s departmental executive officer 
or equivalent. . . .” The following guidelines are intended to assist DEO’s and others in determining 
when it is appropriate for faculty to teach overload courses for extra compensation and what 
compensation is appropriate for such teaching.  
 
1) Each approval of overload teaching for extra compensation should be in the best interests of the 

department (or college in non-departmental units). 
2) The faculty member should hold a regular faculty appointment (tenured, tenure-track, clinical-

track) and must be meeting or exceeding expectations in the fulfillment of all work duties. If a 
faculty member is underperforming in any area of the faculty member’s portfolio (e.g., research 
productivity), the DEO or equivalent may deny the opportunity to teach a course for extra 
compensation. 

3) It is the faculty member’s responsibility to provide assurance that the overload teaching “will 
not interfere with performance of regular responsibilities.” (OM III-17.17(6)).   

4) Faculty who have part-time or administrative appointments, or course releases due to research 
funding, are eligible to teach overload courses for extra compensation. If a department (or 
college in non-departmental units) consistently schedules a part-time faculty member to teach 
additional courses on an overload basis, it is encouraged to reevaluate the faculty member’s 
contract to determine whether a fuller appointment is appropriate. 

5) Overload courses taught for extra compensation may not also be counted as “banked courses” 
in colleges that offer a course banking program.  

6) The Summer and Winter Session Salaries (OM III-17.8) policy requires that faculty members 
appointed on an academic-year basis must be paid one-ninth the previous year's salary for each 
three-semester-hour course taught during a summer or winter session. While the one-ninth rule 
may be helpful in setting the amount of extra compensation faculty will be paid for teaching an 
overload course during the academic year, it is not required for such teaching.  

https://opsmanual.uiowa.edu/human-resources/compensation/summer-and-winter-session-salaries
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7) Restrictions stated in the Extra Compensation for Teaching Academic Courses policy (OM III-
17.17(6)) are followed, including:  

 
b(2). Course number and enrollment limitations. Academic courses taught for extra 
compensation are limited according to the following:  
 
a. Academic-term and distance-education courses: Faculty and staff members who hold 

regular full-time appointments (nine or twelve months) may be permitted to teach one 
course for extra compensation during the fall, spring, or winter sessions, not to exceed two 
total courses taught for extra compensation during the academic year. Additionally, faculty 
and staff members who hold fiscal-year appointments may be approved to teach one course 
during the summer session. 

b. Exceptions: Exceptions to these limits may be requested in writing to a DEO or equivalent, 
or, in the case of staff, a supervisor and department head. Once recommended, the 
exception must be approved by the collegiate dean of the college in which the course is 
being taught and, if for a course taught through the Office of Distance and Online Education, 
the Dean of University College. 

 
 

 

Relevant UI Policies 
 

• Chapter III-17.17(6) Extra Compensation for Teaching Academic Courses: 
https://opsmanual.uiowa.edu/human-resources/compensation/supplemental-activities-and-
extra-compensation/extra-compensation 

• Chapter III-17.8 Summer and Winter Session Salaries: https://opsmanual.uiowa.edu/human-
resources/compensation/summer-and-winter-session-salaries 

• Chapter III-17.13 Extra Compensation for Participants in University-Sponsored Short Courses and 
Conferences: https://opsmanual.uiowa.edu/human-resources/compensation/extra-
compensation-participants-university-sponsored-short-courses-and 

• Chapter III-10.6 Post-Tenure Effort Allocation: https://opsmanual.uiowa.edu/human-
resources/faculty/post-tenure-effort-allocation 
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